Cute, cuddy rabbits help young children learn numbers 1-20.

Young children will enjoy following Alan Baker's inquisitive little rabbits as they make new discoveries. Simple scenes involving sorting, counting, and matching activities combined with playful artwork offer a fresh approach to learning early concepts.

Alan Baker has illustrated The Odyssey and The Story of King Arthur, both published by Kingfisher. In addition, Alan created the popular and successful Little Rabbits series, which has sold over half-a-million copies in the U.S.
Cute, cuddly rabbits help young children learn to read their first words.

Young children will enjoy following Alan Baker's inquisitive little rabbits as they make new discoveries. Simple and playful artwork group first words by subject, and matching and observation games offer a fresh approach to learning early concepts.

Alan Baker has illustrated The Odyssey and The Story of King Arthur, both published by Kingfisher. In addition, Alan created the popular and successful Little Rabbits series, which has sold over half-a-million copies in the U.S.
Get ready to fly, soar, dive, and sing with beautiful birds from around the world.

Which bird can fly backwards? How do penguins keep warm? Does an ostrich really bury its head in the sand? Find out the answers to these questions, and lots more, in this book featuring dancing, hooting, running and pecking birds.

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make readers say "Wow!" over and over again.

Camilla de la Bedoyere is an award-winning author of information books, a specialist reading teacher and consultant, and a Member of the Zoological Society of London. Her website address is www.camilladelabedoyere.co.uk.

Camilla de la Bedoyere has an academic background in Zoology and has worked hard to promote conservation and an understanding of animal life. An experienced journalist, she was responsible for the Children’s Page in a British national Sunday newspaper for five years, and has written more than 250 books, many of them focused on the natural world, science and art.
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Blast off into space and discover a world of facts about planets, satellites, meteorites, rockets, and much more.

Explore the stars, meteorites, and planets, take a tour on a space station, and examine a space rocket in detail. Learn surprising facts in this lively and fascinating picture book all about space.

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make readers say "Wow!" over and over again.

Carole Stott has written more than 20 books on astronomy and space, and is a feature writer for the UK magazine Astronomy Now. Carole authored Kingfisher’s popular I Wonder Why Stars Twinkle and Other Questions About Space and The Best-Ever Book of Astronomy. Before turning to full-time writing, she was curator, and then head, of the Greenwich Royal Observatory, in London.
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A bilingual English–Mandarin introduction to words, numbers, shapes, and colors

Featuring first words, numbers, colors, and shapes, alongside a clear, colorful layout and bold images, this introduction to Mandarin helps young children learn basic vocabulary.

An introduction for parents and teachers suggests strategies for helping children learn most effectively. A complete English-Mandarin word list at the end of the book repeats the words and includes a helpful pronunciation guide and language tips.

With a format that encourages adult-child interaction, toddlers and their parents will find *My First English–Mandarin Word Book* to be the ideal "look and say" picture-word book.
A colorful and playful introduction to dinosaurs, and where and how they lived in the prehistoric world

Beautifully illustrated by children’s artist Anthony Lewis, with lively age-appropriate text by zoologist and environmentalist David Burnie, the First Dinosaur Picture Atlas explains where dinosaurs came from and how they lived in different habitats across the world. An adorable dinosaur-shaped bookmark takes readers on a journey around the globe, helping them identify different species of dinosaur in an absorbing look-and-find game. In addition to the colorful maps showing the world’s continents, superb full-page illustrations take readers deeper into the different habitats of the prehistoric world to show how and where dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures lived. This atlas will delight young children and is the perfect first dinosaur reference book for both home and school.

David Burnie studied zoology and botany at the University of Bristol in England, and has worked as a nature reserve ranger and biologist. He has written and contributed to many award-winning books and multimedia titles, and has acted as a consultant and scriptwriter for many natural history programs. He is an avid dinosaur fan as well as a keen birdwatcher, botanist, and bug-hunter.
Discover the amazing dinosaurs that lived 65 million years ago

From ferocious meat eaters to giant plant eaters, *My Best Book of Dinosaurs* brings this prehistoric era to life. Find out who was the biggest, who could fly, and how paleontologists put together old bones. Color illustrations and clear photography combine with fact-filled text reveal how the dinosaurs lived . . . and died. An information-packed book that is a gripping introduction to the creatures that once roamed the Earth.

Canadian-born Chris Maynard is an award-winning children’s author. He has edited and written for several popular children’s magazines.
Slither into the extraordinary world of snakes

Learn all about snakes in this highly visual and informative book. Discover how these amazing animals hunt, move, and survive. From the giant anaconda to the tiny brahminy blind snake, readers will find brilliant facts on every page.

Christine Gunzi is an experienced author and editor, especially natural history books.
Get closer to boiling, burning volcanoes than you ever thought possible

Witness the power of an active volcano, learn the history of dormant volcanoes, and explore the volcanoes due to erupt at any moment . . .

Volcanoes are all around the world, from under the sea to outer space. Readers can discover how volcanoes form, why they erupt, and the different types of volcanoes.

Simon Adams worked as an editor of children's reference and other nonfiction books before becoming a full-time writer. He has written and contributed to more than fifty books on subjects as varied as the sinking of the Titanic, the two world wars, and the history of jazz. He is the author of Kingfisher Knowledge: Castles & Forts, Kingfisher Knowledge: Life in Ancient Rome, The Kingfisher Atlas of the Ancient World and The Kingfisher Atlas of the Medieval World.
The definitive guide to the world's most popular game

Fully revised and updated to tie in with the 2020 Euro 2020 tournament, which will be held across the continent and will be watched by the rest of the world.

Capturing the triumph and despair of pivotal moments in world soccer, this book is packed with pictures and profiles of the world’s most skilful soccer players - old and new - from Beckham to Messi, Pelé to Ronaldo, Rooney to Neymar. Over 40 of the best sides to have lit up the game are covered in detail, including the U.S's men’s and women's teams, Brazil, Manchester United, Arsenal, and Spain.

All the drama of the "beautiful game" is fully analyzed with dynamic full-spread photos and digital artworks that recreate famous moves and goals, while each chapter includes links to websites, providing a valuable access point to databases of players, interna...

Clive Gifford is an award-winning author, based in Manchester, England, specialising in engaging and entertaining non-fiction books for children and young adults. His titles for Kingfisher include the Kingfisher Football Encyclopedia, Basketball, the Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia, In Focus: Galapagos Islands and Soccer Skills.

A keen sports fan, Clive has penned features and articles for sports magazines and fanzines, written many sports entries for Encyclopædia Britannica as well as more than 30 books on sports for adults and children including US-published titles, The Complete Book of Soccer (Firefly) and Basketball Superstars 2018(Scholastic). He has written six books on Rugby Union including The Official...
Everything you need to know to play the world's most popular game

From basic ball control to advanced skills and tactics, you can become a pro player in the world's most popular sport - soccer. Learn all the rules and terminology, find your perfect position, and meet the greatest players of all time.

Digital diagrams and illustrations sit alongside stunning photography, demonstrating the superb practical advice for players of all levels. Entertaining and informative text covers the history of the games, the all-time great players, and classic games.

Clive Gifford is an award-winning author, based in Manchester, England, specialising in engaging and entertaining non-fiction books for children and young adults. His titles for Kingfisher include the *Kingfisher Football Encyclopedia, Basketball*, the *Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia*, *In Focus: Galapagos Islands* and *Soccer Skills*.

A keen sports fan, Clive has penned features and articles for sports magazines and fanzines, written many sports entries for Encyclopædia Britannica as well as more than 30 books on sports for adults and children including US-published titles, *The Complete Book of Soccer* (Firefly) and *Basketball Superstars 2018* (Scholastic). He has written six books on Rugby Union including *The Official...*
A colorful, appealing, and easy-to-use first animal reference book for younger children

Covering all the main animal groups, and with an introductory chapter on habitats, migration, and conservation, *My First Encyclopedia of Animals* is the perfect reference for children who are just learning to look up information for the first time. It includes in-depth descriptions of over 125 animal species, and is illustrated throughout with more than 1,500 full-color photographs and illustrations. Information is presented in age-appropriate text with vocabulary pitched for young readers. Cross-reference boxes link related entries, and children will enjoy using them to find their favorite animals throughout the book.

*My First Encyclopedia of Animals* is written by a team of experienced children’s authors and editors, working alongside subject specialists and wildlife consultants.
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